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Abstract 

Over the past ten years, crash prediction models (CPMs) have become the fundamental tools of 

quantitative road safety management. However, there is a gap between state-of-the-art and state-of-

the-practice, with the practical applications lagging behind scientific progress. This motivated the 

review of international experience with CPMs from the practitioner perspective. The main 

conclusions suggest the need to promote awareness of CPM benefits to road safety strategy and 

evaluation, policy and programs development, and in guidance development. The paper presents ways 

to better communicate choice of modelling techniques, CPM results and their practical applications, 

such as easy-to-use practitioner tools or mapping visualisations. 

Background 

Crash prediction models (CPMs, also known as safety performance functions, SPFs) enable 

estimating crash frequency and/or severity for a road section or intersection, using a combination of 

explanatory variables, which describe exposure (AADT) and other characteristics (e.g. region, 

treatment presence, road design attributes). Subsequently the models may be applied in estimating 

effects of individual risk factors, safety treatments or road safety impact assessments – this is why 

they have been acknowledged world-wide as recommended tools, on which rational road safety 

management should be based. However, there is a gap between state-of-the-art (what is published in 

academia) and state-of-the-practice (what is used by practitioners) (Elvik, 2010), and the practical 

use is lagging behind the scientific progress (Yannis et al., 2014). 

Review 

The mentioned gap motivated the following review, aiming to summarize international experience 

with development and application of crash prediction models, using examples from Europe, 

Australia/New Zealand and North America. The main focus was practical (from the perspective of 

users, such as road agency engineers and managers), which required compiling information from the 

“grey zone” between state-of-the-art and state-of-the-practice and thus often not academically 

published.  

It was found that, although CPMs are based on solid statistical methods and techniques, there are 

several challenges and opportunities in wider use of the models by road safety decision makers, for 

example: 

• Practitioner reliance on trusted but less robust methods to inform significant road safety 

decisions (e.g. opinion, single-site trials, pie-chart crash analysis). Opportunities exist for 

improved communication of available evidence sources.  

• Modeller choice of relevant explanatory variables is sometimes driven by statistical 

robustness but not well aligned with needs of practitioners (e.g. relevance to road design, crash 

categories). Closer collaboration and inputs from practitioners, and larger data sets help to 

address this issue (Turner et al., 2012). 

• Alternative of combining baseline CPMs with crash modification factors (CMFs) was 

promoted by US Highway Safety Manual (AASHTO, 2010), and adopted also in recent NZ 

Crash Estimation Compendium (NZTA, 2016), as well as forthcoming Australasian Crash 
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Estimation Manual. However, this practice is not straightforward, for example with using 

combined safety effect of multiple CMFs (Park and Abdel-Aty, 2015). 

• Clarity of presentation of statistical modelling results and value to research clients and 

practitioners is needed. This requires a departure from the purely statistical forms (e.g. model 

parameters) towards those of direct interest to practitioners, e.g. crash reduction / modification 

factors, map visualisations, online and spreadsheet toolkits. Road assessment programs 

(RAP), such as iRAP, AusRAP or KiwiRAP have also provided interesting perspectives. 

• Emergence of big data and distributed computing have made it easier to create powerful 

models at a lower cost, and keeping the models up-to-date. This offers new opportunities to 

generate CPMs from publically available data (e.g. Victoria’s open data directory – 

https://www.data.vic.gov.au/). 

There are also numerous scientific positions and alternatives, highlighting the complexity of choice 

of modelling techniques, which confound wider understanding and uptake of CPMs. These include 

issues regarding minimum data sample size, time period of used data, levels of aggregation, road 

network segmentation, forms of functions and over-dispersion parameter, etc. (Ambros et al., 2016). 

Conclusions 

Given the wide range of available choices, decisions during the modelling process are often up to the 

expert modeller. This may explain the broad diversity in models developed world-wide, which not 

only limits understanding and application by practitioners, but also complicates international 

comparability or transferability. 

The overview enabled critical assessment of existing challenges and opportunities, leading to 

planning potential solutions. The main conclusions suggest that improved communication of the CPM 

value directly to research clients and practitioners in achieving their road safety objectives. This 

includes seeking direct practitioner inputs into model design and presentation of findings, while 

maintaining credible and transparent statistical methods. 
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